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Abstract—We extend existing branching models for earthquake

occurrences by incorporating potentially important estimates of

tectonic deformation and by allowing the parameters in the models

to vary across different tectonic regimes. We partition the Earth’s

surface into five regimes: trenches (including subduction zones and

oceanic convergent boundaries and earthquakes in outer rise or

overriding plate); fast spreading ridges and oceanic transforms;

slow spreading ridges and transforms; active continental zones, and

plate interiors (everything not included in the previous categories).

Our purpose is to specialize the models to give them the greatest

possible predictive power for use in earthquake forecasts. We

expected the parameters of the branching models to be significantly

different in the various tectonic regimes, because earlier studies

(BIRD and KAGAN in Bull Seismol Soc Am 94(6):2380–2399, 2004)

found that the magnitude limits and other parameters differed

between similar categories. We compiled subsets of the CMT and

PDE earthquake catalogs corresponding to each tectonic regime,

and optimized the parameters for each, and for the whole Earth,

using a maximum likelihood procedure. We also analyzed branch-

ing models for California and Nevada using regional catalogs. Our

estimates of parameters that can be compared to those of other

models were consistent with published results. Examples include

the proportion of triggered earthquakes and the exponent describing

the temporal decay of triggered earthquakes. We also estimated

epicentral location uncertainty and rupture zone size and our results

are consistent with independent estimates. Contrary to our expec-

tation, we found no dramatic differences in the branching

parameters for the various tectonic regimes. We did find some

modest differences between regimes that were robust under changes

in earthquake catalog and lower magnitude threshold. Subduction

zones have the highest earthquake rates, the largest upper magnitude

limit, and the highest proportion of triggered events. Fast spreading

ridges have the smallest upper magnitude limit and the lowest

proportion of triggered events. The statistical significance of these

variations cannot be assessed until methods are developed for

estimating confidence limits reliably. Some results apparently

depend on arbitrary decisions adopted in the analysis. For example,

the proportion of triggered events decreases as the lower magnitude

limit is increased, possibly because our procedure for assigning

independence probability favors larger earthquakes. In some tests

we censored earthquakes occurring near and just after a previous

event, to account for the fact that most such earthquakes will be

missing from the catalog. Fortunately the branching model param-

eters were hardly affected, suggesting that the inability to measure

immediate aftershocks does not cause a serious estimation bias. We

compare our branching model with the ETAS model and discuss the

differences in the models parametrization and the results of earth-

quake catalogs analysis.

Key words: Classification of the Earth’s tectonic zones, glo-

bal and regional earthquake catalogs, magnitude-frequency

relation, statistical analysis of earthquake occurrence, branching

models of seismicity.

1. Introduction

In our previous work, we have already proven

some important variations in seismicity determined by

tectonic setting. Bird et al. (2002) confirmed that mid-

ocean spreading ridges have very low corner magni-

tude (mc � 5:8) and low seismic coupling, which

declines further with increasing relative plate velocity.

Oceanic transform faults also showed an order-of-

magnitude decline in coupling with velocity, and a

corner magnitude that declines from *7.1 to *6.3

with increasing velocity. BIRD and KAGAN (2004)

extended the study to all shallow earthquakes, and

showed additional variations in coupling and corner

magnitude between subduction, continental collision,

continental transforms, and continental rifts. Given

this proven variability, it would not be surprising if

different tectonic zones had different earthquake-

clustering and/or -triggering behaviors. BOETTCHER

and JORDAN (2004) and MCGUIRE et al. (2005) have

already found that earthquakes on oceanic transform

faults have more foreshocks and fewer aftershocks.

Therefore, our first hypothesis is that interesting
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variations will be discovered if the empirical cluster-

ing parameters in the earthquake branching model

(KAGAN, 1991) are redetermined in tectonically-

defined zones. (Previous global studies, which did not

distinguish between tectonic settings, presumably

gave results dominated by the behavior of subduction

zones.) However, we do not propose to divide as finely

as BIRD and KAGAN (2004), because their code for

classification of earthquakes into subcatalogs by

‘‘plate boundary class’’ is complex and not easy to

incorporate into forecasts testable by independent

agencies. Instead, we will define geographically-con-

tiguous areas of related tectonic style, and define the

union of all areas with the same style as a ‘‘tectonic

zone’’ (see Fig. 1, below).

These zones are similar in concept to the Flinn–

Engdahl zones (FLINN et al., 1974; YOUNG et al.,

1996); but they are much larger, and they will be

based on the detailed classification of plate-boundary

steps (mean length 43 km) in the PB2002 model of

BIRD (2003). The spatial contiguity of each area

within each zone is an important advantage:

• Epicenter location errors become relatively

unimportant.

• No complex algorithm is needed to decide which

actual earthquakes belong to a zone.

• Testing can include earthquakes below the Harvard

CMT threshold (*5.6) in cases where focal

mechanisms are not required.

We start by investigating how different branching

models approximate the behavior of global earth-

quake catalogs, then consider the proposition that

different tectonic regimes may have different clus-

tering behaviors. Global catalogs are free of spatial

boundary effects and considerably more homoge-

neous than regional catalogs. Moreover, regional

seismicity may be dominated by aftershock sequen-

ces of a few strong events, like the m7.5 1952 Kern

County and the m7.3 1992 Landers earthquakes in

southern California. Explosions and earthquakes

caused by volcanic and geothermal activity are more

likely to contaminate earthquake records in local and

regional catalogs.

Figure 1
Global tectonic zones
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On the other hand, it is important to analyze

regional catalogs as well. If we see that model

parameter values are similar for worldwide and

regional catalogs (KAGAN, 1991), then we may con-

clude that the models are relatively robust and

therefore suitable for earthquake forecasting. It is also

important to investigate various parameterizations of

the branching models, especially the spatial and

temporal fitting of seismicity patterns (KAGAN, 1991)

in order to find the best algorithms. KAGAN and

JACKSON (2010) used the results of the present study

to develop a technique for calculating and evaluating

long- and short-term earthquake rate forecasts in

practically any seismically active region of the Earth.

Recently many researchers have applied ETAS

(Epidemic Type Aftershock Sequence) branching

models (OGATA, 1988, 1998; OGATA and ZHUANG,

2006; ZHUANG et al., 2005; OGATA et al., 2003; CON-

SOLE and MURRU, 2001; CONSOLE et al., 2003) to

Japan, California, and Italy. The present ETAS

programs do not calculate the distance between

earthquake locations based on spherical geometry. It

should be noted that even the regional studies were

conducted with no attempts to compare the results for

different tectonic areas or catalogs. LOMBARDI and

MARZOCCHI (2007) and MARZOCCHI and LOMBARDI

(2008) have applied the ETAS model to two global

catalogs of large earthquakes.

This work is dedicated to the late Frank Evison, a

superb exemplar of careful attention to detail and a

passionate advocate of rigorous testing in earthquake

prediction research.

2. Defining Tectonic Zones

2.1. Objective

Our goal is to divide the Earth surface into a

modest number of zones of different tectonic style,

defined by objective criteria, which are known from

previous research (e.g., BIRD and KAGAN, 2004) to

contain interesting variations in seismicity parameters

such as seismic coupling and/or corner magnitude. It

is reasonable to anticipate that these zones might

have different branching behaviors, and our present

definition of zones is designed with consideration for

practical matters that will permit such testing to be

conducted relatively easily. Zones are defined here as

surface areas into which epicenters (and/or epicent-

roids) of shallow earthquakes may fall. Precise depth

of the earthquake will not be a criterion because it is

usually poorly known (within the 0–70-km-depth

range) unless there is local station control. Focal

mechanism will not be a criterion because this is not

always available for the smaller earthquakes

(m \ 5.6) which make up large portions of the

aftershock swarms we wish to include in this study.

The number of zones we have defined is small (5) so

that sufficient earthquakes fall into each zone within a

few decades, allowing for reliable optimizations of

branching models. Therefore, no zone has a local

geographic name like ‘‘Aleutian;’’ instead, each zone

has a generic name like ‘‘Trench.’’ We allow one

tectonic zone to be the union of many non-contiguous

patches. The preceding choices make it impossible to

separate strike-slip from normal-faulting earthquakes

on mid-ocean spreading ridges, or in continental rift

zones. Also, along many trenches it will be impos-

sible to separate subduction-related earthquakes from

back-arc-spreading earthquakes. Therefore, the tec-

tonic zones are not equivalent to the seven plate-

boundary classes of BIRD (2003), and they have been

given new, distinct names that will not be confused

with plate-boundary classes.

We propose the following short list of tectonic

zones (with identifying integers for compact repre-

sentation in computer files):

• (4) Trench (including incipient subduction, and

earthquakes in outer rise or upper plate);

• (3) Fast-spreading ridges (oceanic crust, spreading

rate C40 mm/a; includes transforms);

• (2) Slow-spreading ridges (oceanic crust, spreading

rate \40 mm/a, includes transforms);

• (1) Active continent (including continental parts of

all orogens of PB2002, plus continental plate

boundaries of PB2002); and

• (0) Plate-interior (the rest of the Earth’s surface).

Fast-spreading versus slow-spreading ridges are

divided at 40 mm/a because (a) BIRD and KAGAN

(2004) found a change in OTF (Oceanic Transform

Fault) earthquakes at *39 mm/a, and (b) there is a

change in ridge morphology around this rate, from
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central-graben to peaked (MACDONALD, 1986). ‘‘Active

continent’’ is not subdivided by style of faulting, as this

would require focal mechanisms (not always available)

and obscure the basic definition that a zone is the union

of a set of predefined geographic regions.

2.2. General Method

Our tectonic zones are defined by objective rules,

implemented in a computer program, because this is

more reproducible, easier to explain, easier to revise,

and less subject to procedural errors. Our program

assigns tectonic zone integers to grid points rather

than drawing curves along boundaries of tectonic

zones. It loops through latitudes (in 0.1� steps) and

also loops through longitudes (in 0.1� steps), and

creates a grid of integers to identify the tectonic zone

at each point.

The output is a relatively compact representation

(1801 latitudes 9 3601 longitudes 9 1 to 2 bytes = 6

to 12 Mb). The necessary data sets are available in

digital form: elevation from ETOPO5 (ANONYMOUS,

1988), age of seafloor from MUELLER et al. (1997);

plate boundaries and Euler poles from BIRD (2003). In

the Appendix we describe details of zone definition

implementation. The result of the global tectonic zones

classification is shown in Fig. 1 and is available at

http://bemlar.ism.ac.jp/wiki/index.php/Bird%27s_Zones.

3. Earthquake Catalogs

We applied the likelihood technique to several

available global and regional earthquake catalogs.

We studied the earthquake distributions and

clustering for the global CMT catalog of moment

tensor inversions compiled by EKSTRÖM et al. (2005).

The present catalog contains more than 28,000

earthquake entries for the period 1977/1/1 to 2007/12/

31, earthquake size is characterized by a scalar seis-

mic moment M.

The PDE worldwide catalog is published by the

USGS (U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 2008); the catalog

available at the time this article was written ended on

January 1, 2008. The catalog measures earthquake

size, using several magnitude scales, and provides the

body-wave (mb) and surface-wave (MS) magnitudes

for most moderate and large events since 1965 and

1968, respectively. Recently, the moment magnitude

(mw) estimate has been added.

Determining one measure of earthquake size for the

PDE catalog entails a certain difficulty: for example,

KAGAN (1991) calculates a weighted average of several

magnitudes to use in the likelihood search. KAGAN

(2003) also analyzes systematic and random errors for

various magnitudes in the PDE catalog. At various

times many magnitudes have been listed in the PDE

catalog, and their relationships are difficult to establish.

Therefore, in this work we chose a palliative solution:

to use the maximum magnitude among those magni-

tudes shown for each earthquake. This solution is

easier to carry out and the results are easily reproduc-

ible. For moderate earthquakes usually mb or MS

magnitude is selected, for larger recent earthquakes the

maximum magnitude is most likely mw.

The ANSS (ADVANCED NATIONAL SEISMIC SYSTEM,

2008) composite catalog is a world-wide earthquake

catalog that is created by merging the master earth-

quake catalogs from contributing ANSS institutions

and then removing duplicate solutions for the same

event.

The CalTech (CIT) data set (HILEMAN et al., 1973;

HUTTON and JONES, 1993) was the first instrumental

local catalog to include small earthquakes (m C 3),

beginning in 1932. In recent years even smaller

earthquakes have been included in the catalog.

4. Corner Magnitudes in the Tectonic Zones

Corner magnitude (mc) is, by definition, associ-

ated with corner moment (Mc). We use the moment-

magnitude conversion formula

mw ¼
2

3
ðlog10 M � CÞ; ð1Þ

(HANKS and KANAMORI, 1979; HANKS, 1992), where M

is measured in Newton m (Nm), however the calcu-

lations in our programs have been made with the

seismic moment tensor which is the appropriate

measure of earthquake size. In order to keep the

available computer programs unchanged, in this

section we take C = 9.05 (BIRD and KAGAN, 2004,

Eq. 1), but in Sects. 5 and 6 C is taken to be 9.0.
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These changes in C and the moment threshold values

explain the differences in the earthquake numbers for

the CMT catalog shown in Tables 1 and 2 below.

Corner moment and asymptotic spectral slope (b)

are the two parameters of the tapered Gutenberg–

Richter model for the cumulative frequency/moment

relation:

GðM;Mt; b;McÞ ¼ ðMt=MÞb exp½ðMt �MÞ=Mc�
for Mt�M�1; ð2Þ

where G is the fraction of earthquakes (by event count)

in the catalog with moment exceeding M, and Mt is the

threshold moment for completeness of the catalog

(JACKSON and KAGAN, 1999; KAGAN and JACKSON, 2000;

BIRD and KAGAN, 2004). The corner moment (Mc) can

be thought of as the earthquake size which is rarely

exceeded (e.g., about once per century for subduction

earthquakes), and in maximum-likelihood fitting of (2)

to actual large (sub)catalogs it is typically not very

different from the second-largest magnitude. Although

the form of (2) is chosen for simplicity and acceptable

fit, a manner of upper magnitude limit is required to

keep seismic moment rates finite. BIRD and KAGAN

(2004) reported corner magnitudes for seven types of

Table 1

Parameters of the tapered Gutenberg–Richter frequency/magnitude relations of the tectonic zones, with 95%-confidence ranges,

M� 1017:45 ¼ 2:818� 1017 Nm (C is taken 9.05 in Eq. 1).

Tectonic zone N N/NAll b mc

4. Trenches 4,234 0.648 0:639þ0:024
�0:024 8:75þ?

�0:35

1. Active continent 862 0.132 0:647þ0:060
�0:055 7:59þ0:72

�0:25

0. Plate-interior 251 0.038 0:639þ0:105
�0:101 8:15þ?

�0:53

2. Slow-spreading ridges 490 0.075 0:812þ0:098
�0:094 7:38þ?

�0:33

3. Fast-spreading ridges 701 0.107 0:767þ0:089
�0:095 6:79þ0:30

�0:18

Global total 6,538 1.0 0:671þ0:021
�0:021 8:73þ?

�0:34

Table 2

Parameters for various subdivisions of CMT catalog, 1982/01/01–2007/03/31, mw C5.55 or M� 1017:325 ¼ 2:113� 1017 Nm (C is taken 9.0

in Eq. 1).

All Trench Act-Con. Inter. Slow Fast All/d Trench/d

Zones# (4) (1) (0) (2) (3) (4)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. N 7,720 5,022 1,004 279 584 831 7,471 4,845

2. N/NAll 1.0 0.651 0.130 0.036 0.076 0.108 1.0 0.649

3. mmax 9.07 9.07 8.28 8.15 7.67 7.15 9.07 9.07

4. I/N 1.03 1.18 1.11 0.59 0.30 0.44 0.857 0.997

5. kT/N 0.745 0.690 0.819 0.866 0.935 0.941 0.758 0.707

6. l 0.131 0.169 0.093 0.099 0.042 0.035 0.131 0.168

7. b 1.02 0.98 0.96 1.05 1.28 1.23 1.01 0.98

8. a 0.64 0.59 0.56 0.45 0.52 0.59 0.62 0.57

9. h 0.12 0.11 0.27 *0.1 0.27 *1.0 0.1* 0.1*

10. sr 0.30 0.29 0.15* 0.47 0.17 0.27 0.28 0.29

11. �p 21.8 22.1 21.6 18.0 19.5 17.7 21.9 22.1

12. �h 3.5 4.4 3.0* 5.1 3.0* 3.0* 3.4 4.2

This Table is similar in format to Table 3 in KAGAN (1991). Briefly, N is the earthquake number, mmax maximum magnitude in a subcatalog,

I/N information score per event in bits/eq (1 bit means that the statistical uncertainty can be reduced on average by a factor of 2), kT/N ratio of

spontaneous events to total, l branching ratio (more branching—more triggered events), b b-value, a parent productivity exponent, d = a/1.5

(see Eq. 9), h temporal exponent, see Eq. 6 (1 ? h is similar to ‘‘p’’ in Omori’s law), sr focal size for m4 earthquake in km (12), �p horizontal

error in km (12), �h vertical error in km. The values preceded by an asterisk (*) mean that the parameters could not be evaluated and are

assigned the upper limit, the values followed by (*) are assigned the lower limit. */d means that immediate aftershocks have been removed

from a catalog (as in the last two columns).
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plate boundaries, and these ranged from a low of

5.86-0.16
?0.19 for normal-faulting earthquakes on Ocean

Spreading Ridges (OSR) to a high of 9.58-0.46
?0.48 for

shallow events in Subduction zones (SUB). (Ranges

are 95%-confidence.) The spread of corner magnitudes

among tectonic zones is less, because each tectonic

zone (except zone 0) merges the seismicity of different

plate-boundary types as defined by BIRD and KAGAN

(2004). At the low end, the corner magnitude for zones

2 and 3 (slow- and fast-spreading ridges) is higher than

that of OSR/normal because of the inclusion of OTF

seismicity. At the high end, the corner magnitude of

zone 4 (Trenches) is less than that of SUB because of

dilution by Oceanic Convergent Boundary (OCB) and

oceanic convergent orogen seismicity, and that of

some overlying backarc OSRs.

To determine the corner magnitudes of the tectonic

zones, we divided the shallow (B70-km-depth) events

with mw C5.6 (scalar seismic moment M = 1017.45 Nm

or M = 2.818 9 1017 Nm, see Eq. 1) from the Global

CMT catalog (1982/01/01-2008/03/31) into 5 zone

subcatalogs using the gridded zone assignments of

Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 we compare the tapered Gutenberg–

Richter model (2) to actual cumulative distribution for

two tectonic zones: ‘Active continent’ (1) and ‘Slow-

spreading ridges’ (2).

Then each subcatalog was analyzed with program

BetaCorner.f90 (published by BIRD and KAGAN, 2004)

which contours the likelihood surface in 2-D (b, Mc)

space to determine both maximum-likelihood esti-

mates and 95%-confidence ranges. In Fig. 3 we

display two maps of the likelihood surface for the

same tectonic zones as in Fig. 2. For the ‘Active

continent’ the corner moment (Mc) estimate is well

constrained, whereas for the ‘Slow-spreading ridges’

the upper limit is ?. The results for all zones are

shown in Table 1 (as we mentioned above, see Eq. 1,

both the moment threshold and the corner magnitude

have been calculated with slightly different coeffi-

cients from Table 2).

5. Branching Model of Earthquake Occurrence

Our technique for producing short-term hazard

estimates is to establish a statistical model to fit the

catalogue of earthquake times, locations, and seismic

moments, and subsequently to base forecasts on this

model. While most of the components of the model

have been tested (KAGAN and KNOPOFF, 1987; KAGAN,

1991; JACKSON and KAGAN, 1999; KAGAN and JACKSON,

2000), some require further exploration and may be

modified as our research progresses.

The assumptions we make in constructing our

initial model have been summarized in KAGAN and

KNOPOFF (1987) and KAGAN (1991). A similar model

called the ETAS model was proposed by OGATA

(1988, 1998), as well as by OGATA and ZHUANG

(2006). In both of these models seismicity is

approximated by a Poisson cluster process, in which

clusters or sequences of earthquakes are statistically

independent, although individual earthquakes in the

cluster are triggered events. The clusters are assumed

to form a Poisson point process with a constant

temporal rate. We assumed that the interrelationships

between events within a cluster are closely approxi-

mated by a stochastic space-time critical branching

process. Under this assumption there is a sole trigger

for any given dependent event. As shown below, the

space-time distribution of interrelated earthquake

sources within a sequence is controlled by simple

relations justified by analyzing the available statisti-

cal data on seismicity.

Below we describe the statistical distributions for

the analysis of the CMT earthquake catalog, with the

scalar seismic moment M as the measure of earth-

quake size. The model can be easily reformulated for

the PDE and other catalogs (see Sect. 3), where

earthquakes are characterized by a magnitude.

We construct an earthquake intensity function,

K(t, x, M) which indicates the earthquake rate at time

t, at location x, with the scalar seismic moment M,

given the history of previous seismicity. (For small

time/space intervals the probability of occurrence and

the occurrence rate are equivalent.) This function is

given

Kðt; x;MÞ ¼ k/ðx;MÞ þ
X

i

wðMiÞðt � ui; x� yi;MÞ;

ð3Þ

where k (or kt) is the rate per time unit of the Poisson

occurrence of independent (spontaneous) earthquakes

with M C Mt in the volume (Y); /(x, M) is their space-

seismic moment distribution; wðMÞðt � u; x� y;MÞ
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Figure 2
Comparison of tapered Gutenberg–Richter model for the frequency/magnitude distribution to actual cumulative distribution. Earthquakes with

m [ 7.5 are identified. In each frequency/magnitude plot, three model-tapered Gutenberg–Richter distribution curves are shown. Each has the

optimal spectral slope b from Fig. 3 below. The three variant curves show the minimum, best-estimate, and maximum corner magnitude

(except that a value of mc = 10 is substituted for an unbounded corner magnitude in the lowest plot). a Upper plot, tectonic zone 1: Active

continent. b Lower plot, tectonic zone 2: Slow-spreading ridges

Vol. 167, (2010) Earthquake Global Patterns 727



is a conditional distribution of succeeding events

at time t and coordinates x, if preceding earth-

quakes have occurred at times ui in the places with

coordinates yi.

We subdivide the spatial coordinates x into s 9 z,

where s are surface coordinates, and z is depth. If the

duration of the catalog is T, then kT is the number of

independent events, and k T/N is the fraction of

independent events (N is the total number of earth-

quakes in a catalog).

5.1. Earthquake Clusters—Independent Events

The first event in a sequence is usually the largest

one and is called a main shock. Other dependent

events are called aftershocks, though some of them

are actually aftershocks of aftershocks. If the first

event in a sequence is smaller than subsequent

shocks, it is called a foreshock. Retrospectively, it

is relatively easy to subdivide an earthquake cata-

logue into fore-, main-, and aftershocks. However, in

real-time forecasting it is uncertain whether the most

recent event registered by a seismographic network is

a foreshock or a main shock. Although the subse-

quent triggered events are likely to be smaller and

would thus be called aftershocks, there is a significant

chance that some of the subsequent earthquakes may

be bigger (KAGAN, 1991).

5.2. Dependent Events

Similar to the estimation of the long-term seismic

hazard, we assume that the distribution of triggered

events within a cluster may be broken down into a

product of its marginal distributions, i.e., the condi-

tional rate density of the jth shock dependent on the

ith shock (j [ i) with seismic moment Mi is modelled

as

wðDt; q;MjjMiÞ ¼ wDtðDtÞ � wqðqÞ � wMðMiÞ
� /MðMjÞ; ð4Þ

where Dt = tj - ti and q is the horizontal distance

between the ith and the jth centroids (or more cor-

rectly epicentroids) (q ¼ jxj � xij). wDt, wq, and wM

are the marginal temporal, spatial, and moment den-

sities, and are detailed below. The total time-

dependent rate density is a sum of effects from all

previous earthquakes,

Wðtj; xj;MjÞ ¼
X

i\j

wðDt; q;MjjMiÞ: ð5Þ

The function w decays rapidly with time and distance

(see below). Thus only neighbouring events sub-

stantially contribute to the sum (5), although the

range of strong earthquakes is considerably longer

than that of weak events.

The first three densities w(x) in the right part of

(4) depend on Mi. We take a power-law relation for

Figure 3
Likelihood surface for the tapered Gutenberg–Richter model in the 2-D parameter space of asymptotic spectral slope b (abscissa) and corner

moment Mc or corner magnitude mc (left and right ordinates). Color scale (red high, blue low) and cross for optimal value are used inside the

contour which is three natural-log-units below the peak; this area corresponds to the 95%-confidence range. Dashed contours with interval of

three natural-log-units are used outside. a Left, tectonic zone 1: Active continent. b Right, tectonic zone 2: Slow-spreading ridges. Note that

the 95%-confidence area is just barely closed on the high-magnitude side for the ‘‘Active continent’’; ranges for the ‘‘Slow-spreading ridges’’

and other zones are open on the high side
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the probability density of time intervals between

earthquakes within a cluster:

wDtðDtÞ ¼ hthMðDtÞ�1�h; Dt� tM; ð6Þ

which is similar to Omori’s law. The parameter h is

an ‘earthquake memory’ factor, and tM is the coda

duration time of an earthquake with seismic moment

Mi. We assume for the coda duration

tM ¼ tr M
1=3
i ; ð7Þ

where tr is the coda duration time, taken here as tr
= 0.0035 days (about 5 min), of an earthquake with

the reference seismic moment Mr = 1015 Nm, corre-

sponding to mr = 4.0 (KAGAN, 1991). The probability

of the next dependent shock to occur in the time

interval (t1, t2), for 0 \ t1 \ t2, given an event of a

cluster occurring at time 0, can then be calculated

simply as

Probðt1\t\t2Þ ¼ thMðt�h
1 � t�h

2 Þ: ð8Þ

The non-normalized function wM(Mi) which cor-

responds to the number of triggered shocks generated

on the average by an earthquake with seismic

moment Mi, is assumed to obey (KAGAN, 1991)

wMðMiÞ ¼ l
Mi

Mt

� �d

: ð9Þ

To make the distribution parameter d of triggered

events comparable to the b values, in our Tables we

use a parameter

a ¼ d� 1:5: ð10Þ

KAGAN (1991, p. 142) discusses the d-parameter and

its relation to other measurements of size distribution

of triggered events in more detail.

We approximate by a Rayleigh distribution

the probability density of the horizontal distance

(q) between two earthquake epicentroids in a

cluster:

wqðqÞ ¼
q
r2

q
� exp ½�q2=ð2r2

qÞ� ð11Þ

where rq is a spatial standard deviation. The standard

deviation is assumed to depend on the standard errors

of epicentroid determination and on the seismic

moment Mi of the main event according to the rela-

tion (KAGAN,1991):

r2
q ¼ �2

q þ s2
r ðMi=MrÞ2=3: ð12Þ

Here �p is the standard error in epicentroid determi-

nation and sr is a characteristic size of a focal zone of

an earthquake with the reference seismic moment Mr

(7). Equations 11 and 12 roughly correspond to spa-

tial response functions used in the ETAS model

(OGATA, 1998, Eqs. 2.2–2.4).

6. Likelihood Analysis of Catalogs

6.1. Statistical Analysis Results

Using the branching model of Sect. 5 we can

obtain a likelihood function for the earthquake

process. The likelihood equations are rather bulky

(see KAGAN, 1991). We compare the likelihood

function for the branching process with a process

based on the spatial inhomogeneous Poisson model of

seismicity. By searching for the maximum of the

likelihood ratio of two models or of the log-

likelihood difference, we obtain the statistical esti-

mates of the model parameters.

Two methods can be used to search for the

likelihood function maximum; one is the Newton–

Raphson optimization technique (needs derivatives of

the likelihood function), and the simplex algorithm

(PRESS et al., 1992, p. 402) (no derivatives are

needed). The simplex method was applied in HELM-

STETTER et al. (2006). We used a modification of the

Newton–Raphson technique in most of our studies

(KAGAN, 1991; KAGAN and JACKSON, 2000) and in the

present work. We could not apply available standard

packages of the Newton–Raphson technique because

many of the parameters of our model have either

physical constraints (for example, non-negative) or

constraints based on prior geophysical results. We

also censor the immediate aftershocks from the

catalogs (see Eq. 7). This censoring introduces a

Heaviside function in the time history of earthquake

occurrence, which significantly complicates the cal-

culation of the derivatives. This also explains why we

did not apply a triangular window to remove

aftershocks in our computations (KAGAN, 2004;

HELMSTETTER et al., 2006). It would be even more

difficult to obtain the likelihood function derivatives
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in such a case. (The above formula (7) defines a

rectangular-in-time window for the aftershock

removal.) In our calculations below we applied the

same likelihood-optimization program to two catalog

types: one in its original form and the other with all of

the early aftershocks which are closer to the previous

shock than tM (see Eq. 7) being deleted.

We started our search with the initial model of

spatial inhomogeneous, temporally constant Poisson

process, and iterated the computations until the

changes in the log-likelihood difference were smaller

than 10-5. For about 90,000 events (see Table 5) one

iteration took less than 30 min, using a FORTRAN

program on an Alpha HP 600 Mhz workstation; the

total iteration number was usually from 90 to 120.

In Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 we display some of

the likelihood search results. The additional results

are shown in our Wiki page http://bemlar.ism.ac.jp/

wiki/index.php/Bird%27s_Zones. The Tables show

the branching model parameter values for four cata-

logs, with varying magnitude thresholds, and for

different tectonic zones. The last Table 7 analyzes

only one tectonic zone (Active continent).

Figure 1 shows that the tectonic zones described

in Sect. 2 contain many small regions spaced out at

large distances throughout the zone. Most of the

parameters which depend on the earthquake location

separation (like k, l, h) can be expected to be

significantly different for these zones compared to

the full catalog (‘All’ column in the Tables). How-

ever, such a variation is not observed, most likely

because these parameters are defined by a close

distance interaction between the earthquakes.

Earthquake number ratios (N/NAll) in the tectonic

zones for the CMT and the PDE catalogs in Tables 2,

3, 4, 5 and 6 show some differences, that are

especially large for the ‘‘Fast spreading ridges’’—

10.8% for the CMT catalog versus 5.4% for mt = 4.7

PDE catalog. Several factors may influence this

variation: the change in the b and the corner moment

values (Table 1), various systematic effects in the

determination of mb magnitude in the PDE catalog, as

well as others.

The b values in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were

computed using the Aki/Utsu formula (UTSU, 1999).

These values for all the subdivisions of the catalogs

are close to 1.0, the b value can be converted to b (see

Table 1) as b = 1.5 9 b. The only significant

deviation from this b universality is the values for

oceanic ridges. The increased b value for these

earthquakes is caused by a relatively low value of

their corner magnitude (Table 1) which biases the

estimates (cf. Fig. 2) toward higher slope values.

The parameters sr and �p (see Eq. 12) characterize

the spread of dependent earthquakes (usually after-

shocks) in a neighborhood of a ‘parent’ event. The

estimates of the horizontal location accuracy (�p) are

in good agreement with the independent evaluations

of these uncertainties (KAGAN, 2003): for the CMT

catalog the accuracy is considered to be of the order

20 km and for the PDE catalog on average it is close

to 10 km. The location uncertainties for the PDE

catalog depend on the magnitude threshold, mt. As

one should expect for a larger magnitude (mt = 5.3 in

Table 3) the accuracy is higher (from 8 to 12 km)

than for the lower magnitude (mt = 4.7 in Table 5)

where �p varies from 12 to 16 km. The lowest �p

values in the PDE catalog are for zone 1 (Active

continent), because most of seismographic stations

are located on continents.

The vertical error �h in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 is

not informative, since many shallow events are

assigned 10 or 15 km depth in the CMT catalog

and 33 km in the PDE catalog. We kept this

parameter in our likelihood procedure since it is

useful for the analysis of deep and intermediate

Table 3

Parameters for various subdivisions of PDE catalog,

1968–2007/01/01, m C 5.3.

All Trench Act-Con. Inter. Slow Fast

(4) (1) (0) (2) (3)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. N 22,515 14,827 3,583 960 1,513 1,632

2. N/NAll 1.0 0.659 0.159 0.043 0.067 0.072

3. mmax 8.80 8.80 8.50 8.45 7.60 7.30

4. I/N 1.71 1.83 2.01 1.08 0.80 0.71

5. kT/N 0.733 0.714 0.720 0.778 0.890 0.917

6. l 0.102 0.102 0.127 0.172 0.102 0.067

7. b 1.07 1.07 1.00 1.17 1.25 1.10

8. a 0.69 0.71 0.59 0.42 0.10 0.24

9. h 0.39 0.47 0.27 0.1* 0.54 *1.0

10. sr 0.37 0.36 0.30 0.26 0.15* 0.26

11. �p 8.9 8.9 8.1 9.2 11.2 12.0

12. �h 4.6 5.8 4.4 3.0* 3.0* 3.0*

This Table is similar in format to Table 2 above.
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earthquakes, where accuracy of the depth location is

higher. This parameter use is also appropriate for

those local catalogs which have a low vertical error.

The sr estimate for the regional catalogs (CIT and

ANSS) had to be constrained (Table 7). Most likely it

is because the location accuracy of these catalogs

significantly varies during the long period of obser-

vations, starting at 1932. Table 7 displays four sets of

inversions in which the parameter sr was constrained

at two different values: 0.3 and 0.15 km. This was

done to see whether such a constraint causes

significant modifications in the estimates of other

parameters. The changes appear to be minor.

The global catalogs are considerably more recent

and the variations of their location accuracy are not

that extensive (KAGAN, 2003). The standard deviation

sr values for all the global catalogs (CMT and PDE)

are close to 0.30–0.35 km. This would correspond to

Table 4

Parameters for various subdivisions of PDE catalog,

1968–2007/01/01, m C 5.0.

All Trench Act-Con. Inter. Slow Fast

(4) (1) (0) (2) (3)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. N 45,942 29,980 7,686 2,191 3,296 2,789

2. N/NAll 1.0 0.653 0.167 0.048 0.072 0.061

3. mmax 8.80 8.80 8.50 8.45 7.60 7.30

4. I/N 1.90 1.99 2.16 1.40 1.28 0.98

5. kT/N 0.680 0.661 0.687 0.716 0.816 0.869

6. l 0.141 0.140 0.133 0.234 0.182 0.109

7. b 1.05 1.04 1.05 1.17 1.17 0.93

8. a 0.63 0.65 0.64 0.35 0.02 0.18

9. h 0.28 0.33 0.23 0.12 0.40 0.55

10. sr 0.38 0.37 0.31 0.24 0.15* 0.20

11. �p 9.5 9.7 7.9 9.8 10.1 12.6

12. �h 3.0* 4.5 4.3 3.0* 3.0* 3.0*

This Table is similar in format to Table 2 above.

Table 5

Parameters for various subdivisions of PDE catalog,

1968–2007/01/01, m C 4.7.

All Trench Act-Con. Inter. Slow Fast

(4) (1) (0) (2) (3)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. N 88,920 56,656 16,235 4,492 6,730 4,807

2. N/NAll 1.0 0.637 0.183 0.051 0.076 0.054

3. mmax 8.80 8.80 8.50 8.45 7.60 7.30

4. I/N 2.01 2.052 2.159 1.526 1.786 1.374

5. kT/N 0.637 0.614 0.660 0.679 0.753 0.813

6. l 0.177 0.184 0.152 0.240 0.225 0.158

7. b 1.00 0.97 1.06 1.09 1.10 0.87

8. a 0.58 0.57 0.64 0.41 0.12 0.15

9. h 0.22 0.23 0.18 0.11 0.40 0.45

10. sr 0.36 0.40 0.34 0.21 0.15* 0.15*

11. �p 14.0 14.3 11.9 13.5 14.0 16.2

12. �h 3.0* 3.0* 3.0* 3.0* 3.0* 3.0*

This Table is similar in format to Table 2 above.

Table 6

Parameters for various subdivisions of PDE catalog,

1968–2007/01/01, close aftershock removed, m C 5.0.

All Trench Act-Con. Inter. Slow Fast

(4) (1) (0) (2) (3)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. N 42,925 27,648 7,205 2,127 3,217 2,728

2. N/NAll 1.0 0.644 0.168 0.050 0.075 0.064

3. mmax 8.80 8.80 8.50 8.45 7.60 7.30

4. I/N 1.25 1.24 1.50 1.17 1.04 0.76

5. kT/N 0.695 0.674 0.709 0.736 0.831 0.881

6. l 0.171 0.177 0.146 0.241 0.185 0.121

7. b 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.17 1.17 0.93

8. a 0.57 0.56 0.61 0.27 0.0* 0.0*

9. h 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.1* 0.32 0.39

10. sr 0.37 0.35 0.32 0.15* 0.15* 0.15*

11. �p 9.7 9.8 7.8 9.7 10.0 12.5

12. �h 3.0* 4.8 4.7 3.0* 3.0* 3.0*

This Table is similar in format to Table 2 above.

Table 7

Parameters for California/Nevada catalogs.

CIT | ANSS

All All/d All All/d All All All/d

mt 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.7 4.0 4.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. N 15,512 13,579 15,512 13,579 774 4,495 3,928

2 mmax 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5

3. I/N 3.102 2.043 3.105 2.053 1.29 3.263 1.776

4. kT/N 0.475 0.539 0.474 0.539 0.666 0.531 0.586

5. l 0.220 0.208 0.213 0.199 0.114 0.172 0.166

6. b 0.94 0.98 0.94 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.95

7. a 0.60 0.58 0.61 0.60 0.69 0.66 0.64

8. h 0.11 0.10* 0.11 0.10* 0.25 0.22 0.10*

9. sr 0.30* 0.30* 0.15* 0.15* 0.30* 0.15* 0.15*

10. �p 3.6 3.6 3.9 3.7 7.5 6.1 6.3

11. �h 3.0* 3.0* 3.0* 3.0* 3.0* 3.0* 3.0*

This Table is similar in format to Table 2 above.

CIT catalog time limits: 1932–2001/12/31. CIT catalog window:

Latitude 32.5�–36.0� N, Longitude 115.0�–121.0� W.

ANSS catalog time limits: 1932–2008/05/31. ANSS catalog win-

dow: Latitude 31.5�–43.0� N, Longitude 113.0�–125.0� W.
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the size of the focal zone of m4 earthquake close to

1 km, the value coinciding with most estimates by

other geophysical measurements (ABERCROMBIE,

1995; KAGAN, 2002). The confirmation of the param-

eters sr and �p values, discussed above, makes our

results on the statistical analysis of seismicity

patterns more credible.

The comparison of the results for the original

catalogs with those obtained for the catalogs with

immediate aftershocks removed (see Eq. 7 and

Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 where we mark these

catalogs by ‘*/d’ note) shows that the values of most

of the parameters are not influenced strongly by this

procedure. However, three of the tables entries do

change. The information score per event (I/N)

changes significantly because these aftershocks com-

ing close after a parent event with the high

conditional rate of occurrence, strongly increase the

log-likelihood ratio. The ratio is used in selecting and

comparing the best models for approximating an

earthquake occurrence. Therefore, in any such testing

it is important to know how the immediate after-

shocks have been processed.

The ratio of the number of independent events to

total kT/N increases since with the removal of the

immediate aftershocks fewer triggered earthquakes

are left in a catalog. The branching coefficient l
increases apparently because the immediate after-

shocks are incompletely sampled in a catalog, and

therefore they influence the l estimate making it

smaller.

These changes are less evident in the CMT

catalog (Table 2). This catalog is based on the

interpretation of long-period waves and the coda of

these waves interferes with the identification of close

aftershocks. For that reason fewer such aftershocks

(to be deleted) are present in the catalog.

Figure 4 shows the likelihood search iteration

procedure for m C 5 earthquakes in the PDE catalog.

It demonstrates that the estimates of parameters k
and l are negatively correlated. The other parameters

look less correlated during the search. In principle, to

evaluate parameter uncertainties we need to obtain

the Hessian matrix (the second partial derivatives of

the likelihood function) of the parameter estimates or

at least to plot two-dimensional plots of the parameter

estimates similar to what was done in BIRD and

KAGAN (2004) or in Fig. 3. Such plots have an

advantage because if the relation is nonlinear or the

parameter value needs to be restricted (if for example,

it goes into the negative domain or to infinity, etc.)

such plots provide us with more accurate information

than the second-derivative matrix.

To assess the statistical significance of the differ-

ences in the parameter estimates across the tectonic

regimes, we need a reliable way to estimate the

multidimensional confidence regions. For the over-

determined linear problems with the Gaussian data

errors, the confidence regions can be estimated

simply from the covariance matrix of the parameter

estimates and an estimate of the data uncertainty. For

mildly nonlinear overdetermined problems, asymp-

totic methods can yield approximate confidence

regions. These methods assume local linearity of

the relationship between the model perturbations and

data perturbations, and they use the Hessian matrix to

estimate a covariance matrix. In a particular instance

the validity of the asymptotic assumption depends on

the how well the parameters are constrained by

observations and prior information, and on the

differentiability of the likelihood function (JACKSON

and MATSU’URA, 1985). For catalogs with many

earthquakes over a wide magnitude range and with

many isolated earthquake clusters, the asymptotic

methods might be applicable to branching models. As
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Figure 4
Plot of the log-likelihood function (dotted line), independent event

rate k (dashed line) and the branching coefficient l (solid line).

These variables have been normalized to their final values. All

shallow earthquakes with m C 5 in the PDE catalog are processed
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we explained above, one problem is that positivity

and other hard constraints on the parameters,

and censoring of immediate aftershocks, introduce

discontinuities preventing differentiation of the

likelihood function. We have not yet made a serious

study of the confidence regions for the parameters,

but indirect evidence suggests that the asymptotic

method may not be appropriate, even without after-

shock censoring. That evidence comes from (1) the

shape of the likelihood contours for two relevant

parameters in Fig. 3, which would be elliptical under

the assumptions in the asymptotic approach, and (2)

the behavior of the likelihood during convergence of

the parameters while searching for the optimum

parameter estimates (Fig. 4). The likelihood con-

verges relatively slowly, and the tradeoffs between

parameters clearly vary through the process. We

believe that a trustworthy confidence map may

require laborious grid search or Monte Carlo

techniques.

6.2. Comparison of Models and Results with ETAS

Our branching model which was first proposed and

applied to the central California earthquake record by

KAGAN and KNOPOFF (1987), is essentially similar in

design to the ETAS model (OGATA, 1988, 1998). Both

models use the stochastic branching processes theory

to approximate the temporal development of earth-

quake occurrence. Seismicity is approximated by a

time-magnitude-space Poisson cluster process (see

Sect. 5), with dependent, cluster events concentrating

around an earlier ‘parent’ event (see more detail in

KAGAN, 2006, Section 8). The main difference between

these two models lies in the parameterization of the

influence functions of a dependent event and normal-

ization of these functions.

Our Eq. 6 is similar to the time influence function

used in the ETAS model (OGATA, 1998, Eq. 1.1),

where the number of aftershocks is expressed as the

Omori–Utsu (UTSU, 1961) formula

niðtÞ ¼
1

ðt � ti þ cÞp; ð13Þ

where the time t is counted from the occurrence of the

previous event ti, p, and c are parameters. The p

parameter can be identified with (1 ? h) in (6),

whereas the c-parameter is introduced to account for

the lack of aftershocks immediately following a strong

earthquake (KAGAN, 2004). In our model we simply

excluded such aftershocks (Eq. 7) from the catalog, in

a way that is similar to deleting all earthquakes

smaller than the moment threshold, Mt (see Eq. 2).

However, many evaluations of the c parameter

show that it varies strongly, by orders of magnitude,

even for main shocks of similar size. Moreover, the c

estimates vary by an order of magnitude even for the

same main shock when using different data (catalogs).

KAGAN (2004) discusses the reasons for this phenom-

enon: the frequency range of a network, the distance to

the closest station, installation of temporary stations

following a strong event, workforce availability, etc.

This effect may be of little importance in the consid-

eration of individual sequences, but in the statistical

analysis of earthquake catalogs we should expect that

the parameters of the model have a property of

statistical stability. Otherwise, derived parameter val-

ues are an average of various nonpertinent factors and

as such may not be reproducible. Many researchers

interpret the c value as having a physical significance;

they should then be able to explain why c estimates are

so unstable. This is in contrast to other seismicity

parameters, such as the p value of Omori’s law or the b

value of the Gutenberg–Richter relation, which hardly

(if at all) change (KAGAN, 2006).

The other problem is that the coefficient c in the

present ETAS implementations (as it is in Eq. 13)

does not seem to be dependent on the magnitude of

the preceding event. Our Eq. 7 which defines which

aftershocks are removed from a catalog due to their

incomplete sampling, is scaled with magnitude: for a

main shock m4 it is about 5 min, whereas for m8

earthquake the ‘dead-time’ extends to more than 8 h.

As the above example suggests, a relative temporal

decrease of the aftershock numbers modeled by c

should vary strongly with the magnitude of a main

shock or a preceding event. It can be expected that

the model which requires the same short-time

behavior for earthquakes of different size may lead

to a significant bias in parameter estimation and

seismicity forecast.

In calculation with Eq. 13 it is assumed that

immediately after a parent event (t = ti), the rate is

equal to 1/c. However, the coda waves of the
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previous earthquake may hide any aftershocks to be

identified for minutes or hours depending on the

event magnitude. OGATA (1983) introduced a coeffi-

cient ‘S’ to describe a practical absence of

aftershocks in the very initial part of a sequence.

His estimate of S is 1/2 day (p.120). Therefore, (13)

would cause a bias in the evaluation of the branching

coefficient K0 (see below).

The estimated temporal parameters for the ETAS

model (Tables 1–3 in Ogata, 1998; Tables 1–3 in

OGATA and ZHUANG, 2006) demonstrate that the c

value in (13) depends on the magnitude threshold. It

is smaller for a smaller mt. This is an additional

argument against treating this parameter as having a

physical significance.

The p value is usually slightly larger than 1.0

(ibid), although for some models the estimate is less

than 1.0—the value that can be rejected on general

grounds: since it means that each earthquake has an

infinite number of aftershocks. Thus, the p value

results are in principle consistent, taking into account

that p = 1 ? h, with our Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

With regards to the spatial distribution (OGATA,

1998, Eqs. 2.2–2.4) there are two problems in the

ETAS model: (1) Two effects, earthquake location

errors and the dimension of the aftershock zone

need to be separated in the modeling (cf., Eq. 12),

since as we discussed above (Sect. 6.1), there are

good geophysical estimates for these variables. Thus

we can test whether the inversion results are

trustworthy. (2) The rupture area is used to charac-

terize the source size in the ETAS model. The area

is more difficult to measure and is less known than a

simple linear size of the focal zone—especially for

earthquakes with a near vertical fault plane due

to large vertical location errors for shallow earth-

quakes. Thus, because of the different parame-

terization in both models, it is difficult to compare

our results for the spatial clustering parameters (sr

and �pin Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) with the

corresponding ETAS values.

Our Eq. 9 corresponds to the right-hand part of

the ETAS model dependence (OGATA, 1998, Eq. 1.1),

miðtÞ ¼ niðtÞK0 � exp½aðmi � mtÞ�; ð14Þ

where K0 and a are parameters, mi is a magnitude of

a ‘parent’ event, and mt is a magnitude threshold.

Then our a (see Eq. 10) should be equal to

a= logð10Þ � a=2:3. In the above-mentioned publi-

cations the most likely a estimates are between 1.2

and 1.6, that would roughly correspond to our a

values in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. It is unclear how

exactly our branching l parameter is related to the K0

parameter, the dimensionality and the normalization

of the parameters are different, thus it is difficult to

compare their estimates.

Users of the ETAS model do not generally

determine the likelihood score for an event. Thus,

we cannot compare our information score I/N to the

fit of the ETAS model to earthquake occurrence

record and we cannot check the model’s performance

compared to an inhomogeneous spatial Poisson

model.

HELMSTETTER et al. (2006) performed calculations

for the southern California seismicity, using the

ANSS catalog and the model they named the ETES

model which is largely similar to the ETAS. The

parameters’ values obtained by the authors (ibid, their

Table 2) are close to those shown in Table 7. The p

value is around 1.2. Their a � 0:4-0:8 can be directly

compared to our a value, since it is an exponent for

10.0. The focal zone size fd translates about 0.4 km

for an m4 earthquake (they fixed the location error at

0.5 km, see their Eq. 19). Their information score

log2 G � 3:5 is also close to our values for a mt = 3

subcatalog.

7. Discussion

What differences in the zones parameters can be

seen in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7? The b value is

essentially the same for all five zones. Perhaps the

‘slow-spreading ridges’ may have a statistically sig-

nificant higher b value, although that could be caused

by a mixture of different earthquake populations. Our

more exhaustive analysis (BIRD and KAGAN, 2004)

suggests that the hypothesis of the universality for b
value (b � 0:63) cannot be rejected based on the

present data. The results of the corner moment

evaluation (Table 1) are also consistent with our

previous analysis (ibid). As we discussed above

(Sect. 6.1), the differences in the b values for various

tectonic zones can be most likely attributed to
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nonlinear tapering of the magnitude–frequency rela-

tion due to the corner magnitude influence and to

various biases and systematic effects in magnitude

determination for the PDE and local catalogs (KAGAN,

2003).

Can we distinguish the differences in the earth-

quake occurrence patterns and in particular the

earthquake clustering in various tectonic zones? The

parameters I/N, kT/N, l, a, and h need to be com-

pared to see the difference. The h estimates exhibit no

consistent pattern. For the remaining parameters, in

all the Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 oceanic ridges seem

to stand out compared to continental areas. The ridges

exhibit significantly less clustering than the conti-

nents: the information score I/N is smaller and the

ratio of spontaneous events (kT/N) is higher for the

oceanic earthquakes.

Two parameters that characterize the degree of

branching, i.e., l and the size distribution of

descendent events (a) are also different for these

zones, though the dissimilarity is not the same for the

CMT (Table 2) and the PDE catalogs (Tables 3, 4, 5,

and 6). In the CMT results the ridges a value is

similar to the continental (zones 0, 1, and 4) esti-

mates, but the l values are significantly smaller. The

PDE catalog exhibits an opposite pattern: the a values

drop for the ridges, whereas the l estimates essen-

tially stay the same. In the PDE data set the size of

smaller earthquakes is characterized by various

magnitudes, most often by the mb magnitude, which

exhibit many biases and systematic errors (KAGAN,

2003). Therefore it is likely that the size distribution

of triggered events may be biased in the PDE catalog.

Unfortunately, the magnitude range of the CMT

catalog is too small to see the differences in the

branching rate and earthquake clustering due to the

variation of the moment threshold. Among conti-

nental zones, subduction earthquakes in the CMT

catalog exhibit the strongest clustering pattern,

however this feature is not prominent in the PDE

catalog.

The variations in maximum-likelihood estimates

of branching parameters across tectonic zones dis-

played in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 result from

a complex interplay of physical variability in the

Earth, varying deficiencies of the seismic catalogs,

and instability/tradeoff in the maximum-likelihood

estimation process. One view is that it is not impor-

tant to separate these factors, because the branching

parameters are expected to have practical value in

improved forecasts which can be tested by their

performance. However, it is of great interest to know

whether we can reject the null hypothesis that the

shallow earthquake process (including interevent

triggering) can be described as uniform, in some

carefully qualified sense, around the planet. A major

obstacle to answering this question is that our present

software does not provide trade-off analysis between

the parameters we solve for, nor does it provide

formal uncertainty ranges (either for parameters in

isolation, or for combinations of linked parameters).

This means that we have to use empirical compari-

sons to put lower bounds on residual uncertainties, by

examining how results change with threshold mag-

nitude, with catalog, and with processing method (i.e.,

raw vs. windowed or censored catalogs, discussed

previously). We first examine results from tectonic

zone 1 (Active continent) because there we have the

widest range of catalogs and threshold magnitudes to

compare. Figure 5a combines productivity coeffi-

cients l from global zone-1 subcatalogs of CMT

(mt = 5.55) and PDE (mt = 5.3, or mt = 5.0, or

mt = 4.7) and also from regional California-Nevada

catalogs CIT and ANSS (mt = 4.7, 4.0 or 3.0). The

abscissa chosen for this comparison is the threshold

magnitude assumed (and used to truncate the catalog).

We see a strong tendency for apparent produc-

tivity coefficient l to increase with decreasing

threshold magnitude, even though existing theory

suggests no reason why this should occur. Until we

understand this better, it will be important to use

equal threshold magnitude in comparing inferred

branching parameters across tectonic zones. Another

possible signal in Fig. 5a is a possible small offset

(by *0.04) between the trends for global zone-1

subcatalogs and the two California/Nevada catalogs.

However, we cannot assign any confidence to this

possible difference because our present analysis does

not provide confidence ranges for each. A different

measure of branching is given by the fraction of

independent events (kT/N of Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6).

This measure is (negatively) correlated with pro-

ductivity coefficient l, but is also influenced by

parent productivity exponent a (which we estimate
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consistently as *0.6 in tectonic zone (1)) and by the

earthquake geometry and time relations in the cata-

log. In Fig. 5b, we plot this measure for tectonic zone

1, and see that it also varies consistently with

threshold magnitude (either real or assumed) with

which we truncate these catalogs. In the results for

this measure of branching, the possible offset

between global and local catalogs is less clear, as

results from raw PDE align with those from raw CIT.

Tectonic zone 4 (Trenches) produces the majority

(*65%) of Earth’s moderate and large shallow

earthquakes, therefore branching parameters for zone

4 are not very different from global values. In Fig. 6a

and 6b we display various inferred values of

Figure 5
Productivity coefficients and fraction of independent earthquakes for tectonic zone 1: Active continent. See text for details of catalogs, and

tables for sources of l and kT/N. a Upper plot, branching parameter l. b Lower plot, fraction of spontaneous earthquakes kT/N
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productivity coefficients and independence estimates

kT/N for tectonic zone 4, obtained from the CMT

catalog (mt = 5.55) and the PDE catalog (mt = 5.3,

or mt = 5.0, or mt = 4.7), and also display two

alternative results computed with windowing of the

early aftershock times. Figure 6a shows that win-

dowing has a large effect on inferred l from the PDE

catalog, suggesting that PDE is missing numerous

early aftershocks. On the other hand, the estimate

from CMT is hardly affected by windowing. As we

discussed in Sect. 6.1, because the CMT technique

uses long-period waves, fewer such early aftershocks

are present in the catalog. Using windowing, l for

tectonic zone 4 is fairly consistent at 0.17–0.18

between these two catalogs. Figure 6b shows that

mean independence is easier to measure.

Results for tectonic zone 0 (Plate-interior) suggest

higher productivity coefficients l (0.10–0.24) and

lower parent productivity exponents a (0.27–0.45)

than in the more active tectonic zones 1 and 4. These

two anomalies tend to offset each other, so that the

fraction of independent events kT/N is in a range

(0.68–0.89) that overlaps those of zones 1 and 4. This

indicates the need for a multi-dimensional trade-off

analysis of the acceptable ranges of triggering

parameters before reaching any firm conclusions

regarding potential differences between zones.

Another potential problem is that plate-interior events

more often participate in cross-zone triggering to/

from adjacent plate-boundary zones, although such

cross-zone triggering is not considered when we

analyze this subcatalog in isolation.

Tectonic zones 2 and 3 (Slow-spreading and

Fast-spreading ridges) may also have productivity

coefficient l values (0.03–0.23) that have been

biased by some failures to resolve parent produc-

tivity exponent a. Parameter a has a very low values

(0–0.24) inferred from PDE, but the values inferred

from CMT (0.52 and 0.59) are more consistent with

those of other tectonic zones. Because we cannot

trust the lower values of a which we obtain, we also

cannot trust associated values of l for these two

tectonic zones; l will be biased upward whenever a

is too low. Therefore, in Fig. 7a and b we plot only

the fraction of independent event (kT/N) estimates,

which we believe to be less affected by these

problems.

Both Fig. 7a (zone 2: Slow-spreading ridges) and

b (zone 3: Fast-spreading ridges) show the apparent

fraction of dependent events (1 - kT/N) to be lower

than in other tectonic zones, nonetheless increasing as

Figure 6
Productivity coefficients and fraction of independent earthquakes

for tectonic zone 4: trenches. See text for details of catalogs, and

tables for sources of l and kT/N. a Upper plot, branching

parameter l. b Lower plot, fraction of spontaneous earthquakes

kT/N
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threshold magnitude is decreased. Based on an anal-

ogy to our Fig. 5b, we must consider that additional

increases beyond the last values seen (0.25 and 0.19

for (1 - kT/N) of zones 2 and 3 in windowed PDE

with mt = 4.7) may occur with even larger subcata-

logs that will presumably be obtained from

hydrophones and/or ocean-bottom seismometers. At

most, the difference in mean fraction of dependent

events (1 - kT/N) between spreading-ridge tectonic

zones 2 and 3 and zone 4 (Trenches) seems to be a

factor-of-two, based on our results.

A series of studies (BOETTCHER and JORDAN, 2004;

MCGUIRE et al., 2005) of seismicity of oceanic trans-

form faults (OTFs) has lead to general conclusions

that OTFs have more foreshocks than continental

transform faults (CTFs), although far fewer after-

shocks. The seismicity of our tectonic zones 2 and 3 is

clearly dominated by OTF earthquakes (relative to

smaller normal-faulting earthquakes on spreading

centers), and therefore we expected to see a markedly

higher fraction of independent events in these two

zones. Instead, we found that this difference is mod-

est, and comparable to differences that appear as

assumed threshold magnitude varies. It will be

important to resolve this. BOETTCHER and JORDAN

(2004) may have exaggerated the contrast between

OTFs and CTFs by comparing aftershocks in a

teleseismic catalog of OTFs with those in high-quality

local catalogs of CTFs. (Compare our Fig.5a, in which

a fictitious factor-of-two or greater variation in

apparent productivity coefficients l could be obtained

by comparing Global CMT to local CIT catalogs in

tectonic zone 1.) The study of MCGUIRE et al.

(2005) used data from a local hydrophone array on

the East Pacific Rise; while this may have lowered

the threshold magnitude, it does not approach the

global and 26–40-year scope of our analyses of

tectonic zones. The prevalence of foreshocks and the

resulting enhanced predictability of OTF earth-

quakes appears robust (MCGUIRE, 2008), however

the balance of foreshocks versus aftershocks was not

addressed by our study; therefore we only detect the

net anomaly in foreshocks plus aftershocks.

In summary, we have observed interesting

potential variations in branching parameters between

tectonic zones, such as a higher fraction of indepen-

dent events in the spreading-ridge tectonic zones.

Nevertheless we have not been able to document any

variations in branching behavior among the tectonic

zones with high confidence. At present the variations

in apparent branching obtained at different assumed

Figure 7
Fraction of independent earthquakes in oceanic ridges. See text for

details of catalogs, and tables for sources of kT/N. a Upper plot,

Slow-spreading ridges. b Lower plot, Fast-spreading ridges
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threshold magnitudes (and/or with different catalogs,

and/or with different methods of processing) are

comparable in size to the effects we seek. More

precise and confident discrimination will require

some advance in at least one of three areas: (1)

Extensions to maximum-likelihood fitting software to

provide multi-dimensional confidence bounds on

parameters and combinations of related parameters;

(2) comparisons of apparent branching parameters

obtained from different analysis codes; and/or (3)

propagation of apparent differences into earthquake

forecasts of global scope which can be scored against

future seismicity, to determine whether a forecast that

discriminates between zones will outperform one that

treats all zones as equivalent.
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Appendix

Flow-chart for Assignment of Tectonic Zone

At every point in the grid (or every epicenter), the

computational flow-chart is to:

*Test whether the point lies in any ‘‘subduction

lane’’ as defined by KAGAN and BIRD (2004) using

SUB (SUBduction zone) plate-boundary steps and

Euler poles from the PB2002 model of BIRD (2003).

If so: (4) Trench.

*Otherwise, test whether the point is adjacent to any

OCB (Oceanic Convergent Boundary) of PB2002. If

so: (4) Trench.

*Otherwise, test whether the point lies within any of

the 13 orogens of PB2002. If so:

*Test whether crust is ‘‘continental’’ at that point?

Yes: (1) Active continent.

*Non-continental crust is ‘‘oceanic’’. Assign tec-

tonic zone according to orogen:

* ‘‘Alps’’ orogen: (4) Trench.

* ‘‘Laptev Sea’’ orogen: (2) Slow-spreading ridge.

* ‘‘Persia-Tibet-Burma’’ orogen: (4) Trench.

* ‘‘Ninety East-Sumatra’’ orogen: (4) Trench.

* ‘‘Philippines’’ orogen: (4) Trench.

* ‘‘New Hebrides-Fiji’’ orogen: (3) Fast ridge.

* ‘‘western Aleutians’’ orogen: (4) Trench.

* ‘‘Alaska-Yukon’’ orogen: (4) Trench.

* ‘‘Gorda-California-Nevada’’ orogen: (3) Fast ridge.

* ‘‘Rivera-Cocos’’ orogen: (3) Fast-spreading

ridge.

* ‘‘Peru’’ orogen: (4) Trench.

* ‘‘Puna-Sierras Pampeanas’’ orogen: (4) Trench.

* ‘‘west central Atlantic’’ orogen: (2) Slow-

spreading ridge.

*For points NOT within any orogen of PB2002:

*Test whether crust is ‘‘continental’’ at that point?

*Yes, continental: Test for proximity to any non-

SUB/OCB plate boundary:

*Yes: (1) Active continent.

*No: (0) Plate interior.

*No, not continental; therefore, oceanic crust:

*Adjacent to any slow OTF and/or OSR? (2)

Slow-spreading ridge.

*Else, adjacent to any fast OTF and/or OSR? (3)

Fast-spreading ridge.

*Else: (0) Plate interior.

The terms ‘‘lane’’ and ‘‘adjacent’’ and ‘‘proximity’’ in

the lines above refer to the finite-width seismicity
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zones around each of the seven classes of plate

boundaries whose widths were defined by BIRD and

KAGAN (2004). The definition of ‘‘continental’’ crust is

based on elevation and/or lithosphere age, as specified

in BIRD (2003).

The result of this classification algorithm is shown

in Fig. 1. We note that there are a few regions

(Andaman Sea, Lau-Havre Trough) where our algo-

rithm produces ‘‘speckled’’ zonation with many small

polygons intermixed. However, these are rare, and for

most active plate boundaries the map is divided into

strips and/or blocks of large size, appropriate for the

study of branching parameters.
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